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Introduction
This document describes enhancements and defect fixes in Release 1 of the CTM™ service.

Repurchase Agreements
To enable clients to conform with dual-sided unique transaction identifier (UTI) regulatory requirements, this release
offers the option of having CTM auto-generate the following field values on behalf of clients:
l
l

BlockUTI and BlockUTISource
AllocationUTI and AllocationUTISource

The BlockUTI and AllocationUTI fields that CTM automatically generates for clients who subscribe to the service are
shared by both trade sides for a single block and each allocation in a trade. When and How CTM Builds the Block UTI
and Allocation UTI covers how CTM builds UTIs for trade components.

Subscription Option Requirements
Table 1 outlines the required subscription options for CTM to automatically generate the UTIs and UTI source
information.
Table 1 UTI-Related Subscription Options
Code

Subscription Option Name

Additional Information

RAUS

Auto Generate Repo UTIs

This new subscription option is required for CTM to auto generate UTIs. At least one party in a trade
must be subscribed for auto-generation of UTIs.
If you want CTM to automatically generate trade component UTIs, set this subscription option to Y
(Yes).
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Table 1 UTI-Related Subscription Options (continued)
Code

Subscription Option Name

Additional Information

RUTI

VIEW Unique Trade Identifier
(UTI) for Repurchase
Agreements (REPOS)

For RAUS subscribers, the RUTI subscription option enables CTM to return the BlockUTI and the
AllocationUTI fields on the following response messages from CTM:
l
l
l
l

EventNotificationRepo
InfoResponseRepo
MultiInfoResponse
InfoSettlementResponseRepo

If you do not want to return the UTIs on your messages, then set this subscription option to N (No).
RUSI

Return Repo UTI Source
Indicators

This new subscription option is not required but recommended for all CTM repo clients. For RAUS
subscribers, the RUSI subscription option enables CTM to return both UTI Source fields on its
response messages (listed for the RUTI option above) to you.
If you want CTM to return both UTI source fields to you , set this subscription option to Y (Yes).

When and How CTM Builds the Block UTI and Allocation UTI
CTM evaluates the blocks and allocations independently when determining whether or not to generate UTIs. In other
words, for clients subscribing to RAUS, each trade component may or may not result in a generated UTI.
Assuming one or both parties in a trade subscribe to the RAUS option:
l
l
l
l

If neither party submits a value in the BlockUTI field, CTM generates a UTI.
If neither party submits a value in the AllocationUTI field, CTM generates a UTI.
If one or both parties submit a value in the BlockUTI field, CTM does not generate a UTI.
If one or both parties submit a value in the AllocationUTI field, CTM does not generate a UTI.

How CTM Builds the BlockUTI
To create the BlockUTI, CTM concatenates three pieces of information in the following order:
1. DTCC LEI (Legal Entity Identifier)
2. If provided, the investment manager’s MasterReference. If a MasterReference is not provided, then CTM uses the
CTMTradeSideId.
3. If provided, the executing broker’s MasterReference. If a MasterReference is not provided, then CTM uses the
CTMTradeSideId.

How CTM Builds the AllocationUTI
To create the AllocationUTI, CTM concatenates three pieces of information in the following order:
1. DTCC LEI
2. The investment manager’s CTMTradeDetailID.
3. The executing broker’s CTMTradeDetailID.

UTI Source Field Information
As described in the RUSI subscription option, you can choose to have CTM return the source for the UTI generation in
your InfoResponse and InfoSettlementResponse messages.
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Table 2 describes the two possible common reference data values that CTM assigns the BlockUTISource and
AllocationUTISource fields.
Table 2 UTI Source
Valid Value

Description

AUTO

UTI was automatically generated by CTM

MANI

UTI was manually genereted by one or both of the trade parties in the
trade.

Usage Notes and Recommendations
DTCC recommends using BlockUTI as an L2 matching field at the block and AllocationUTI as an L2 matching field at
the allocation. To learn more about matching, see the Asset Class Overview: Repurchase Agreements (Repos)
(requires registration).
Table 3 describes other general areas to consider relative to the new UTI functionality.
Table 3 General Recommendations
Function

Impact on UTIs

Amend

Neither trade party can amend a CTM auto-generated UTI field value, but you can amend manually provided values. If the
amend results in either or both trade components no longer having a BlockUTI or AllocationUTI value, CTM will not
automatically generate a new value in the field (or fields).

Cancel

When a trade is canceled, there is no impact on the UTIs because there is no trade to identify.

ForcePair

If neither party provided a BlockUTI up to the period of a ForcePair, CTM automatically generates the Block UTI.

ForceMatch

ForceMatch applies only to the fields defined in the IMs matching profile. Like the other fields in an investment manager's L2
matching profile, a ForceMatch results in the investment manager accepting the counterparty’s Block UTI and/or Allocation UTI
values.
When applicable, a ForceMatch may result in an update to the investment manager’s applicable UTI Source field
(BlockUTISource and/or AllocationUTISource) to accurately reflect the origin of the UTI value.

Regardless of how an L1 Pair is broken—Amend, Cancel, or ForcePair—CTM subsequently removes UTIs and UTI
source field values from both trade sides' components that were automatically generated by CTM. It does not remove
manually provided UTIs and UTI source fields.

Direct XML Interface Implementation
While you can continue to manually supply UTIs on your inbound messages to CTM, you can configure your system to
enable CTM to automatically generate UTIs in the BlockUTI and AllocationUTI fields along with the corresponding UTI
source information (BlockUTISource and AlllocationUTISource) in the following messages:
l
l
l
l

InfoResponseRepo
InfoSettlementResponseRepo
MultiInfoResponseRepo
EventNotificationRepo

For details, see the XML Message Specification: Repurchase Agreements (Repos) (requires registration).
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Debt and Equity Trades
Release 1 includes enhancements to existing functionality for debt and equity trades.

Supplying a StepInBroker on a TradeDetail
This release includes more clarity in how CTM expects a stepin broker to identify itself on an allocation in a TradeDetail
message. The updated content is highlighted in yellow as follows:
Table 1.4 Updates to the StepinBroker Composite on a TradeDetail Message
Ind

XML Element

1

TradeDetailBody

Occurs Syntax

Notes

.....
2

AllocationIsSteppedOut

0..1

2

StepInBroker

1..1

1!c
Requires the CTM Stepouts subscription.
Cannot be provided if OriginatorOfMessage is also the ExecutingBroker.
(S14051)
Submission is not allowed when OriginatorOfMessage is not subscribed to CTM
Stepouts. (S24031)
Submission of StepInBroker composite is mandatory when
AllocationIsSteppedOut=Y. (S14056)
Can only be provided if AllocationIsSteppedOut is Y. (S80516)

3

PartyRole

1..1

4!c

STBR is the only allowed value.

3

PartyType

1..1

35z

When PartyRole=STBR, values other than BIC or UNKN are not supported in
this composite. (S12005)

3

PartyValue

1..1

35z or 4!a2!a2!c
[3!c]

StepInBroker should be subscribed to CTM Stepouts subscription. (S80517)
Must identify an organization that is a Broker organization. (S80519)
When investment manager supplies a valid CTM BIC along with PartyType=
UNKN, CTM further processes the allocation in the stepin leg of the trade;
otherwise, CTM does not further process the allocation in stepin leg of the trade.

3

StepInBrokerMPID

0..1

4!c

...

For more information, see the following documents:
l

Stepouts: Implementation Guide

l

XML Message Specification: Debt/Equity and Common Messages

Addition of Stepout Fields to Confirm Archive
For clients using confirm archive, you can expect to see stepout fields in your report. The following stepout fields are
added in the existing page, Settlement Instructions, for both instructing parties and executing brokers:
l
l
l
l

STEPOUT INDICATOR
ALLOC IS STEPPED OUT
STEPIN BRKR ID
STEPIN BRKR ORG NAME

l
l
l

STEPIN BRKR MPID
STEPOUT BRKR ID
STEPOUT BRKR ORG NAME

For more information, see the Confirm Archive Reference.
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Enhancements to ALERT Key Auto Select (AKAS)
Numerous enhancements for AKAS functionality are included in this release. Among the changes are:
l
l
l

Clarification of AKA1 and HWIR subscription options
Inclusion of AKAS keys on response messages from CTM
Parity with additional CTM message interfaces and user interfaces

For more information, see the ALERT Key Auto Select (AKAS) Implementation Guide.

Removal of the Show Hidden Fields Feature
For all interfaces, CTM will ignore any value in the ShowHiddenFieldsIndicator field and no longer support the
subscription. This action enables higher throughput and no-touch workflow with fewer abandoned trades. Ensure your
OMS has processes and reconciliation checks in place to enhance transparency related to amount fields in trades.

New Event-Push Code/Name for USDA Trades
For investment managers, the Third Party Status on your USDA allocation is updated when status updates are received
from Trade Match. The event contains any new updates to DepositoryData – including any changes to the affirmation
status as follows:
Event

EventCode/EventName

Trade Component

ByOrAgainstFlag Value MessageOutputType Value

The Third Party Status on your
USDA allocation has changed

S042/ USDA Third Party
Status Change

TradeDetail

BY (By)

ISRP
(InfoSettlementResponse)

Enhancements and Fixed Issues
The following table lists issues addressed in this release.
DTCC #

Resolution

M2IE-108

Investment managers using the USDA workflow now have their allocations sent to Trade Match when their counterparty broker
use proration.

M2IE-119

USDA workflow clients using event-push now receive post-Match Agreed updates from TradeSuite ID.

M2IE-121

CTM now includes research amounts in allocation commission totals reported in the local tax field for USDA workflow clients.

CTMFR3-74

Clients using AKAS now have Copy BIC (CBIC) functionality supported for their trades.

CTMFR3-102

Clients using Quick Trade Entry in the UI 3.0 (trade blotter) can now specify AKAS in the Settlement Source Indicator field.

M2IE-179

USDA workflow clients that submit null values in the optional InterestedParty fields now have syntax checks deferred to support
inbound trade submission.

Related Documents and Training
For related documents and training in the DTCC Learning Center, go to Institutional Trade Processing.

Questions?
The DTCC Client Center provides general assistance and technical help. Visit www.dtcc.com/client-center to:
l
l
l

Enter a service request or check the status of an existing service request
Search the knowledge base
Obtain contact information
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